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Abstract
Human civilization has always envisioned a multidirectional approach to make their life easy and
sophisticated by creating machines which have a ‘Functionality of Automation’ and if considered in
this era, then it has progressed towards a unique feature which enables these machines to function for
their given tasks as if they can process instructions similar to human thinking process for any work.
This functionality is very much similar in nature to human ‘Thought-Action’ mechanism but it
differs on a greater aspect that human ‘Thought-Action’ mechanism is based on ‘Natural-Learning
Process’ facilitated by inherent ‘Intellect’ which is guided and driven by the ‘Human Awareness’
known as the ‘Consciousness’. On the other hand, these so called ‘Intelligent Machines’ don’t have
such independent natural mechanism as these machines totally depend on the human beings for their
‘Input-Instructions’ for their ‘Logical Operations’ which deliver a kind of ‘Output-Functions’ as the
results somewhere close to a Human ‘Thought-Action’ mechanism but not exactly the same for the
reason that Human ‘Thought-Action mechanism involves ‘Feeling’, ‘Thinking’, ‘Willing’ in its
functionality which is based on a specific ‘Intention’ and this entire mechanism serves as the basis
for the functionality of these machines which is more commonly known as ‘Artificial-Intelligence’
while the natural human intelligence phenomena is precisely known in the ancient Vedic literature as
the ‘Functionality of Intentionality’.
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MIND-MATTER UNIFICATION: - A CORRELATED STUDY OF HUMAN
NATURAL-INTELLIGENCE WITH HUMAN CREATED ARTIFICIALINTELLIGENCE TECHNOLOGY
Introduction:
Today's modern technology of semiconductors
is reaching to the heights of automation
industrial revolution. This application of
semiconductors is competing with the
‘Human-Intelligence’ which is called
‘Natural-Intelligence’
while
that
of
semiconductors is so called ‘ArtificialIntelligence’.
‘Semiconductors’ use the ‘pre-fed’, ‘predesigned’, ‘logics’ to incorporate and
implement their given instructions by the user
or programmer to get done or achieve any
given task to the semiconductors system.
While in human beings, this task is achieved
by the activities of neurons in the brain and
nervous system which has the similar situation
and functioning modalities with of the logical
system that when incorporates and implements
then performs a given task as a desire or wish
of the user who is a particular human being or
we can say the owner of that body having that
brain and nervous system with a set of sensory
processing system of inner senses and their
sensory organs of activities.
Now there is a huge gap between these two
intelligent
systems
wherein
the
semiconductors based system has to be given a
learning criteria and order every time the work
scenario and environment changes while in
human beings system, this learning process is
very natural and spontaneous with self
adaptability and self automation in accordance
with the work scenario and environmental

changes. This difference is marked as a gap
between the two systems thereby giving their
names
as
‘Artificial-Intelligence’
and
‘Natural-Intelligence’.
There is a unique third category of intelligent
system is coming up which incorporates both
these above described ‘Intelligent-Systems’ in
which of course the ‘Artificial-Intelligence’ is
designed by Human ‘Natural-Intelligence’.
This third type of hybrid intelligent system is
called "Mind -Matter Unification” as
“Hybrid-Intelligence”. In this system, human
natural intelligence can connect and
communicate with the semiconductors
artificial intelligence and operate with artificial
intelligence
systems
without
and
semiconductors connecting systems rather a
person can directly focus and command with
brain signals as longitudinal magnetodielectric waves as the so called "thought
waves transference " to a semiconductors
based artificial intelligence system to get
accomplished any given task to be performed.
This Hybrid Intelligence can not only work at
one to one line of sight contact of thought
waves transference which is a local
phenomenon as in physics, rather it can also
function and work at great distances of
millions of miles between human natural
intelligence and semiconductors artificial
intelligence and such a phenomenon is called a
non-local phenomenon or "action at a distance
".
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In this case a human brain can exert any
thought intentions through it and that
longitudinal magneto-dielectric waves can
travel know the dimension of Time thereby
bypassing the dimension of Space, which is
the property of these longitudinal dielectric
waves and can travel any given distance with
the speed 10 times faster than the light. So in a
sense these waves are superluminal waves and
because of their great speed, they appear as if
they are present everywhere and hence they
appear to be standing waves too as they
connect every particle and every incident in
the universe in the domain of Time.
These waves are the future of communication
technology with hyper speed communication

at much larger and greater distances. These
waves don't decay or lose their power over
distances whole traveling for the reason of
their property as superluminal and standingwave nature; rather they multiply their power
with the distance covered at the point of
reception from the point of transmission.
These waves comprising the Hybrid
Intelligence system can be the bridge between
man and machine in future that all
semiconductors based artificial intelligence
systems with take their operational command
and run just simply by the thought process of
the user being the natural intelligence system
owner.
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